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Pennines Grass Verge Management 

Executive Summary

1. 1.1 Rochdale Borough maintain approximately half a million square meters of 
roadside grass verges across the Borough, the equivalent of 100 football 
pitches, but much more difficult to maintain due to their locations and the 
inherent risks to our maintenance teams alongside obstacles such as 
inclines, cars parked up to the verge, lamp posts, knee rails road-signs, 
bins, trees etc.  This makes traditional verge and open space 
maintenance ultimately more expensive than non-grassed verges.

1.2 Environmental Management Service has been tasked with delivering new 
methods of grass verge maintenance to deliver improved appearance, 
improved wildlife value and reduced pollution from fuel use by strimmers 
and mowers whilst also reducing maintenance costs.  This is to be 
achieved with a roll out programme to the majority of sites over a number 
of years.  The methods to be implemented are:

- Use of a growth retardant chemical to slow the rate of grass growth 
and therefore reduce the frequency of mowing.  Mainly for use on 
verges where expensive Traffic Management Orders are required.

 - Replacing turf with informal flowering lawn.  This is a mix of low 
growing plants that produce flower in summer but retain leaf and 
therefore a green sward in winter e.g. clover, daisy, grape hyacinth 
etc as pictured below.

   



 - Cease mowing entirely, only for rural  / informal areas where it will 
look natural

1.4: Benefits of this approach:
 - Delivering mass floral features for the enjoyment of the general 

public where informal flowering lawn used
 - Wildlife habitat provision
 - Reduced carbon and particulate emissions from reduced use 

mowers and strimmers
 - Cost savings

This compares to turf which has zero wildlife habitat value and requires 
high maintenance input to keep looking neat

1.6: These methods are not standard practice and we do not know how the 
public will react to them.  A communications plan is in place to inform 
the public of the aims of the project.  

1.7 The next step of the planning stage of this project is to identify viable 
sites for individual Township Approval. Environmental Management 
Service have a proposal list, see attached site specific information 
sheet.

Recommendation

2. 2.1: That Members approve the shortlist of sites provided in the attached 
document or suggest alternatives if there is a specific reason not to lead 
with the proposed sites.

Reason for Recommendation

3. 3.1 To enable EM Services to improve the quality of grass verges in terms 
of floral features, wildlife habitat value, reducing pollution and delivering 
budget savings.

Key Points for Consideration

4. 4.1 Implementation of chosen sites will take place in spring and autumn and 
will be delivered in-house, not by contractors.

4.2 Members can suggest additional / replacement sites.

4.3 When rollout is imminent Environmental Management Services will carry 
out extensive public information using a range of media to ensure the 
public know what is going on and the benefits that will be achieved.

4.4 This is the first time the Council has attempted this and we will learn 
lessons and some sites will be more successful than others.  We ask 



Members to bear with us for 2 years whilst plants establish themselves 
fully and we refine the techniques used.

Alternatives Considered

4.4 Ceasing mowing entirely.  Option not to be pursued except for rural / 
informal areas where that method will not look out of place.

Costs and Budget Summary

5. There are no costs associated with this decision.  Funds have been 
allocated by EM Services for initial capital outlay.  Savings will be achieved 
by reducing the Traffic Management Order outlay and managing down staff 
numbers engaged maintaining grass verges by not replacing as people 
leave.

Risk and Policy Implications

6.1: Initial public concerns about appearance as the new informal flowering 
lawns start to grow but before they produce full flower displays.  
Considerable effort will be put into communicating with the public of how 
the benefits of flowers in summer, wildlife value and reduced pollution 
outweigh the slightly less manicured look that turf gives

6.2 Risk of weed growth in areas treated with growth retardant.  This will be 
managed by a three times a year application of selective weed-killer to 
prevent growth of dandelions etc.

6.

Consultation

7. 7.1 We have consulted with Members via Informal cabinet on the principle 
of the project, with operational staff when developing a list of sites 
suggested for the first phase of rollout and now via Township on specific 
sites.  

7.2 Future phases of the project will also go via Members for approvals

Background Papers Place of Inspection

8. Detailed report each potential 
location 

Green Lane, Heywood

For Further Information Contact: Ian Trickett: 
ian.trickett@rochdale.gov.uk tel 01706 
922 073
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